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SYNOPSIS
Space mapping, now in its twentieth year of development and
exploitation, is an engineering design technology that fully
exploits the engineer’s traditional “quasi-global” intuition.
Through suitable physics-based surrogates, space mapping
facilitates design optimizations with high-fidelity or “finemodel” simulation accuracy but with “coarse-model”
simulation speed. It implements the iterative enhancement of
surrogates derived from simple mappings of coarse models to
realize highly accurate surrogates of corresponding fine
models. Importantly, space mapping offers a quantitative
explanation for the engineer’s mysterious “feel” for a problem.
Because its characteristics parallel contemporarily understood
aspects of how the brain carries out certain tasks, we assert
that space mapping technology mimics “common sense.”
Here, we introduce the concept, recall important advances,
draw parallels with everyday human experience, indicate the
current state of the art, and provide illustrations from various
engineering disciplines, including electromagnetics-based
microwave device modeling and design optimization.
Aggressive space mapping, the most widely used technique,
efficiently invokes inner loops of conventional optimization—
common sense at work—often yielding excellent results in an
acceptable two or three iterations. Design illustrations include
the optimization of a 10-channel output multiplexer involving
140 optimization variables, the optimization of a microwave
hairpin filter using implicit space mapping, and tuning space
mapping of an open-loop ring resonator bandpass filter.
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